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ABSTRACT 
 
Ayurveda is the most ancient medical science, which is still in practice because of its potent clinical philosophical perspective with treatment modules. 
Proper knowledge about tridosha is most important factor in the field of treatment. Tridosha stands for Vayu, Pitta and Kapha. Vayu partially generates 
the activities of the body through ionic exchange and means as action potential. The term pitta denotes the biochemical enzymes, hormones etc. 
Likewise, the term kapha is implied for the fluid like substances of the body responsible for the lubrication, satiation and immunity of the body. Tridosha 
are the causes for origin of the body in equilibrium condition and also responsible for the initiation of all pathology inside the body. These Tridoshas 
are called tristhuna (three main pillar) on which body sustains. As the Loka (macrocosm) is afflicted or maintained respectively by the morbidity and 
normal state of wind, sun and moon, so also the adhyatma-Loka (sentient world or microcosm) is either afflicted or maintained respectively by the 
morbidity and normal state of vayu, pitta and kapha. So, the concept of doshas is essential to be understood for proper application of principles of 
Ayurveda. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Fundamental principles hold a strong ground in Ayurveda. The 
aim of Ayurveda is to maintain the proper equilibrium of dosha, 
dhatu and mala constituents in order to preserve health of healthy 
person and cure a disease in diseased person. Principles of 
Tridosha play an important role in Ayurveda. The three dosha are 
already present in the body of all creatures. A physician should 
try to know whether they are in normal or morbid condition. 
Tridosha (vata, pitta and kapha) play most important role in the 
formation of sarira or Deha or body and also the main cause of 
vyadhi because of exhibiting their features (stated in abnormal 
condition), results (of treating these) being actually observed and 
because of being exhorted in the scriptures (treatise in 
Ayurveda).1 These three altogether are called tristhuna (three 
pillar) and cause of Swasthya (healthy condition) or Aarogya 
karanam when these are stayed in equilibrium state2. The three 
main fundamental functions of the body i.e. 1. Movement 
(Sanchalan), 2. Heat production - (Swedana), 3. Lubrication 
(Snehana) is maintained by Vayu, pitta and kapha respectively. 
These tridosha represent all definite biological processes that take 
place in the living body.3 The difference between a living body 
and dead body is due to the existence of the tridosha. It is presents 
in living body and it is absence in dead body. The concept of 
doshas, their entity and functions have been described in different 
Samhitas in scattered way, as like Agni, Prana and Soma etc. 
Therefore, this review article is an attempt to collect, compile and 
categorize the doshas in systematic manner and to interpret it in a 
simple way through the help of commentaries with its overall 
effects on human body which will be helpful for scholars to 
understand the different concepts of Ayurveda and principles of 
treatment of the various diseases. 
  
 
 

Concept of Dosha with Discussion 
 
Nirukti (definition) of dosha 
  
In Sanskrit it means dusayantitidosha- which causes the 
‘Dushana’ (vitiation) is called dosha. It is cause for the production 
of Vikara (diseases)4. 
 
Utpatti (origin) of dosha 
 
Manifestation of dosha is not possible until it has own Adhikarana 
for doing their own action. Sharira is Adhikarana (place) for 
dosha abhivyakti. Purusha is two type a. Virat Purusha or Vishwa 
Purusha or Loka Purusha or Universe and b. Purush or Rashi 
Purush or Human Body. Purusha is the Laghu rupa of the Loka 
Purusha. Purusha is nothing but the combination of shad dhatu. 
Just as soma (moon-water), Surya (sun-fire) and Anila (vata-
wind-oxygen) support the body in this world by functions like 
Visarga (releasing of strength), Adana (withdrawing strength) 
and Vikshepa (initiating all actions) respectively, similarly kapha, 
pitta and Anila (vata) supports the human body (with respective 
functions)5. Above these three Sthoola rupa dosha from Loka 
Purusha are converting into Sukshma Rupa dosha in human body 
through Srishti utpattikram (embryogenesis)6. 
 
Characteristics of Dosha 
 
Characteristics of dosha are followings- 
 
Doshas are vitiated by its own cause. Doshas by nature have the 
power of vitiating tissue elements7. 
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Paramanu Swarupa (subtle form) 
 
Doshas are present in human body in minutest particles 
(Paramanu rupa). 
  
Sandarbha (References) 
 
a. Padartha are present in universe in two forms like- Murta and 

Amurta rupa. Amurta rupa has no Varna (complexion) and 
Rasa (taste) but Murta rupa has Varna and rasa. Doshas 
possess Varna (color) and Rasa (taste). So, doshas exist in 
Murta rupa (physical form)8. 

b. Seven hundred Shiras are present in human body9. Vata, pitta 
and Kaphavaha Shira are among them. Shira also the 
synonym of srotas. Acharya Charaka did not differentiate 
between Shira, Dhamani and Shrota but he has described their 
characteristics according to their qualities such as nature of 
pulsating when (doshas) get filled up with nutrient material 
derived from external sources; subsequently, these nutrient 
materials are supplied to the tissues through the process of 
transudation and at this level, they are known as srotas. 
Channels belonging to third category i.e. Shira, which simply 
carry substances from one place to another. They do not 
pulsate nor does the process of transudation take place there. 
Shira or vessels dominantly carry each of the doshas10. The 
specific varieties of the variation of channels of circulation in 
the human body are same in number as the bhava rupa 
(structural entities) in the human bodies. Minutest units (cell) 
into which all organs of the body are divided known as 
Paramanu and they cannot be counted because (a) they are 
extremely numerous (b) they are extremely subtle and (c) they 
are beyond sensory perception. Vayu and the specific nature 
of the results of the past action associated with these 
Paramanu are responsible for their union and disjunction11. 

c. Due to subtle form of vayu is responsible for Samyoga-
Vibhaga, Chesta, Adhikara, Akunchana, Prasarana, formation 
of Koshthaanga, Dhatu and gives Chetana (life) in 
srotamshi12. 
 

Sarvadeha Sanchari 
 
Doshas move all over the body all time with its own motion 
(Nitya Sanchari) either in Prakrita avastha (normal condition) or 
Kupita avastha (vitiated condition) 
 
Sandarbha (References) 
 
a. Vatapittakaphadehe Sarvasrotoanusarini (vata, pitta and 

kapha move all over the body) and Vatapittashleshmanam 
punah sarvasharir charanam sarvani srotamshi-ayanbhutani 
(vata, pitta and kapha move all over the body; hence all the 
channels of the body cater to their needs for movement)13. 

b. Doshas are always situated in Aprachyuta or Avikrita avastha 
(normal condition according to their Swaman (own quantity) 
in respect to dravya, guna and karma) and it is spreading all 
over the body and doing their action14. 

c. Diseases manifest at the place where the aggravated doshas, 
circulating all over the body become obstructed due to 
abnormality of the channels (in the dhatus/tissues)15. 

d. Acharya Sushruta also said that seven hundred Shira are 
present in the entire human body. By these, the entire body is 
nourished constantly, kept lubricated/ moistened to perform 
actions such as flexion/ contraction/ extension etc. similar to 
a large field being nourished by small channels of water. 
Their (dosha) spreading is like the ribs in a leaf. Vata, pitta 
and kapha vahini siras are present among the seven hundred 
shiras16. 

e. According to the view of other scholars mentioned in Charaka 
Samhita, the transformation of dhatus (from rasa to shukra) 
takes place in six days and nights. This process of 
transformation of the tissue elements requiring nourishment 
is a continuous one, like a moving wheel17. 

f. Vyana vayu pervades all over the body with Shighra gati (fast 
movement) than other types of vayu18. 

g. Though Tridoshas pervade all over the body in Nitya Sanchari 
state (healthy and diseases condition), site of manifestation of 
their function are called vishesha sthana (special place) of that 
respective doshas. As for example upper part of the Hridaya 
(heart) is dominated by kapha, area below the nabhi 
(umbilicus) is dominated by vata, area between the Hridaya 
and nabhi is dominated by pitta19. 

 
No tu paraspara-upoghata 
 
In homeostatic condition, doshas pervade all over the body 
without hampering to each other qualities and functions.  
 
Sandarbha (References) 
 
a. Doshas are never destroyed by each other. They co-exist in a 

harmonious state, even though they are of mutually 
contradictory attributes. This happens because of their 
Sahaja-Satmya (natural wholesome disposition of co-
existence), on the analogy of the virulent poison not causing 
any harm to the snake whose body contain it20. 

b. Dhatus having mutually opposite qualities undergo increase 
and decrease condition simultaneously. A thing which 
increases a particular dhatu is also responsible for the 
decreasing of the dhatu of opposite quality. Through this 
principle homeostatic condition of health is maintained21. 

 
Deha-Dharana 
 
Doshas are support of the body.  
 
Sandarbha (References) 
 
a. According to Acharya Charaka when dosha, dhatu, mala all 

are staying in equilibrium condition then it is responsible for 
Swasthya. For this equilibrium condition doshas are also 
named as Dhatu22. 

b. Just as Soma (moon-water), Surya (sun-fire) and Anila (air-
oxygen) support the body of this world by functions like 
Visarga, Adana and Vikshepa respectively, similarly kapha, 
pitta and vata support this human body (with respective 
functions)23. 

c. Dhatu consists of vata, pitta, kapha, rasa, rakta, mamsa, meda, 
Asthi, majja and shukra24. 

 
Deha-Sambhava hetu 
 
Doshas are the cause for origin of the body. 
  
Sandarbha (References) 
 
a. The body can never be formed without kapha, pitta, Maruta 

(vata) and even Shonita (blood); body is always supported by 
these25. 

b. Vata, pitta and Shleshma are the prime factors for origin of 
body, when they are staying in normal condition and spread 
all over the body with direction (lower, middle and upper 
parts of the body). Body is supported just like the house being 
supported by the three pillars; hence it is known tristhuna 
(three pillars)26. 
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c. Prakrita doshas help in genesis of Garbha with the help of 
shukra and shonita27. 

d. Dosha, dhatu and mala are the main cause of Deha or body 
from birth to death28. 

 
Vyadhi-utpadak hetu 
 
Doshas are the main seed for origin of diseases. 
 
Sandarbha (References) 
 
a. Rogastu doshavaisamyam-disequilibrium condition of 

doshas is responsible factors for the production of diseases29. 
b. For all diseases, vata, pitta and Shleshma only are the cause 

because of exhibiting their features, result (of treating these) 
being actually seen/observed and because of being exhorted 
in the scriptures30. 

c. All the bodily diseases arising out of the disturbance of the 
equilibrium of dhatus are ultimately caused by nothing else 
but the disorder of pitta, kapha and vata31. 

 
Types of dosha 
  
Doshas are described in many ways such as sharir-dosha and 
manas-dosha; Prakrit-dosha and Vaikrita-dosha and so on. Brief 
description of the types of doshas is been given here.  
 
Sharir-dosha   
 
Vayu, pitta and kapha are called sharir-dosha which constitutes 
the pathogenic factors of the body. These three doshas play an 
important role in the formation of Garbha sharir. Commentator 
Chakrapani said that if these three doshas are aggravated with 
companionship or all together at a time according to their mana 
(Dravyah, Guntah and Karmatah) then Garbha-sharir will not 
formed. These three doshas are pertaining to the body. Diseases 
caused by them are Jwara (fever), diarrhea, edema, dyspnoea, 
Meha (obstinate urinary disorder including diabetes), kustha 
(obstinate skin disorders including leprosy) etc32. 

 
Manas-dosha 
 
Rajas and tamas are the doshas which constitute the pathogenic 
factors of mind and the types of morbidity caused by them are 
Kama (passion), anger, greed, attachment, envy, ego, pride, grief, 
worry, anxiety, fear, excitement etc33. 
 
Prakrit dosha 
 
When doshas are staying in balance condition according to their 
Swaman (in respect to its quantity, quality and function) and 
doing all their respective functions properly without hampering 
their normal respective functions according to Jati (race) vaya 
(age), Desh (habitat), kala (time) etc. then they are termed as 

Prakrita dosha34. Doshas enter into Garbha during Shukra-
Shonita samyoga (fertilization) and get nourishment from ahara 
rasa of Garbhini. These Prakrit dosha influenced very deeply and 
in subtle level but without changing their underlying values. By 
the help of Prakrita dosha nourishment of fertilized ovum or 
zygote, cell division, production of organ and development take 
place.35. 
 
Vaikrita Dosha 
 
After birth, due to proper following of diet and daily regimen 
dosha produced in the living body and regulates its physiological 
process. These are called Vaikrita dosha. It is also two types – 
Shareerika dosha – vata, pitta & kapha & Manasika dosha – rajas 
& tamas. During the process of digestion (process of 
transformation of food) kapha is produced in amasaya, similarly 
pitta is produced in grahani and vata is produced in pakwashaya 
in sequential manner. Through the process of avasthapaka and 
nisthapaka, the digested food materials with the help of 
Dhatwagni (Rasagni or Raktagni etc.), kapha and pitta are 
converted into kitta bhaga of rasa dhatu and rakta dhatu 
respectively. These Vaikrita dosha which are produced from 
ahara rasa due to similarity (uniformity) with Prakrita dosha, it 
nourishes the Prakrita dosha homogenously36. As long as these 
three doshas are produced in proper quantity along with their 
qualities or stay in normal (Sama or balance) condition, they help 
to maintain normal physiological process. But if doshas are going 
into kshina and vriddhi (excessively) states according to their 
Dravatah, Gunatah and Karmatah then they hamper homeostasis 
of the body and produce diseases37. Doshas are classified into 
Prakrita (in normal state  of dosha - daily or seasonal variation of 
doshas); and Vaikrita (in vitiated state- aggravation of kapha and 
vata in Vasanta Ritu and Pravrit Ritu respectively in which 
treatment in terms of Vaman, Virechan etc. were needed), Sama-
Niram, Anubandhya (doshas which  have proper sign, aggravated 
by their own causes and pacify through following treatment of 
principle which has been mentioned in Shastra)- anubandha 
(opposite of Anubandhya), ashayaapkarsa Prakriti- Vikriti etc38. 
 
Sandarbha (references) 
 
a. Doshas when aggravated; manifest their sign and symptoms 

in accordance with the degree of aggravation; those in the 
state of diminution give up their normal signs and symptoms; 
and those in a state of equilibrium operate properly39. 

b. During the normal state of Tridoshas they sustain body. When 
vitiated, they afflict the body with the various type of 
diseases40. 

 
Gati of Dosha 
 
Gati (dimension) of the doshas has been described in different 
Ayurvedic compendium, which mentioned below in schematic 
diagram (Figure 1).41-43 
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Figure 1: Different types of gati of doshas 
 
Avastha of Dosha 
 
According to yoni avastha or condition of dosha are two 1. 
Prakrita and 2. Vaikrita avastha. Prakriti avastha of doshas 
depend on sperm and ovum and ahara rasa taken by mother. 
Vaikrita avastha of doshas depend on ahara and regimen of the 
individual. Origin of Vaikrita dosha occurs in Mahasrota (during 
the process of digestion). Depending on Ahara Matra and Agni, 
is divided into two types -1. Amavastha 2. Niramvastha. 
Depending on Ahara paka (process of digestion, metabolism and 
absorption), these are also divided into two - Prasadavastha (pure 
substance) and kittavastha (metabolites/ impurities). According to 
the Pramana these can also be divided into four types - 
Samavastha (equilibrium condition), Kshinavastha (decreasing 
quantity), Vruddhavastha (increasing state) and Kupitavastha 
(vitiated state) condition.44 

 
Dosha Swarupa (entity of doshas) 
 
Atma-rupa/ karma-rupa of dosha 
 
Classification of vayu depends on the karma. That is why 
description of different types of vayu are available in different 
text such as- according to Yoga Bindu, Yoga Shastra and Yoga 
Upanishad, vayu are 365, 7 and 17000 in number respectively. 
According to Ayurveda five types of vayu present in the body 
(depends on functions). If types of vayu were only five, then all 
Acharyas have been described only about these five types of vayu 
but they did not do it. Same thoughts are applicable for pitta and 
kapha also. So, may be types of Tridoshas are innumerable, but 
Acharya Charaka has depicted (in chapter 12 of sutra sthana) 
about the different types of functions of vayu such normal, 
abnormal function apart from their types. Similarly, in case of 
pitta and kapha same thoughts are applicable45. 
 
Dhatu-rupa dosha 
 
Maintenance the dhatu samya (equilibrium condition) is the main 
aim of Swastha (health). Any disturbance in the equilibrium of 

dhatus is known as disease and on the other hand, the state of their 
equilibrium state is termed as health. Health and disease are also 
defined as pleasure and pain respectively. Here dhatus consist of 
vata, pitta, kapha, rasa, rakta, mamsa, meda, asthi, majja and 
shukra and Upadhatu like rajas etc46.  
 
Dosha-rupa dosha  
 
By nature, vata pitta and kapha are vitiators. After getting vitiated 
(by endogenous and exogenous factors), they vitiate other factors 
of the body and manifest different sign and symptoms of the 
vitiation according to their pathologic state47. Tridoshas only can 
vitiate all the dhatus throughout the body, but Rasadi dhatus are 
cannot vitiate doshas in any condition/circumtances48. 
 
Prakriti-rupa dosha 
 
Prakriti rupa dosha are produced from the parents during 
embryogenesis and also responsible for the production of prakriti 
(genetic constituents) of upcoming offspring49. 
 
Dravya-rupa dosha 
 
Tridoshas are also known as dravya because they are substratum 
of qualities and actions and concomitant cause of the Padartha 
(matter). Following characters are present in dosha in terms of 
dravya which have been mentioned below- 
 
a. Number of Shareerika dosha is three50. 
b. Every dravya (matter) has its own qualities and actions which 

stay in it in Samvayi (inseparable) relation51. Similarly, 
doshas also have qualities and functions with inseparable 
relation in the body. 

c. Amount of doshas have been described in Charaka Samhita 
sharir sthana - i.e. kapha-6 anjali and pitta 5 anjali52. 

d. Doshas are Paramanu Swarupa (subtle in nature)53. 
e. Structural entities are main characteristic of bhava or 

murtimanto padartha. As for example, Shleshma is formed by 
the combination of Prithvi and Ap mahabhutas54. 
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Mala-rupa dosha 
 
When doshas are situated in Prakupita avastha (aggravate 
condition) then they termed as mala. 
 
Sandarbha (References) 
 
a. Attributes of the body are again two categories viz Prasad 

(pure substance) and kitta bhaga or mala 
(metabolites/impurities). Among them, which impurity 
afflicts the body with pain are known as mala. When putrefied 
tissue elements of the body, vitiated vata, pitta and kapha, 
such other substances etc. are existing into the body and 
producing diseases or any abnormalities or destruction of 
Deha then they can be categorized under the group of mala55. 

b. Bhutabhisangaja Jwara has been described in compendium, 
which was originated from the vitiation of vayu, pitta and 
kapha. In this context vata, pitta and kapha were designated 
as mala56. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
Tridosha are the basic doctrines of Ayurveda on which health or 
ill-health depends. The term ‘tridosha’ stands for vayu, pitta and 
kapha. On the basis of above discussion, it has been cleared that 
those factors which regulate normal physiological activities of the 
body and have control over it, which cause the specific 
constitution of the body and which can independently vitiate the 
others factors of the body due to their alteration are known as 
doshas in Ayurveda. 
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